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Objective
Assess the feasibility that the Naflex seal used with the Space
Shuttle External Tank manhole covers can be used for the Ares-I
design
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Background
•© Naflex seals have long history of use in launch vehicle components,
including Saturn stages and Space Shuttle External Tank
,^O Ares-I Upper Stage tank pressures are higher than ET pressures, requiring
performance verification of heritage seal design in new manhole cover
configuration
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Approach for Upper Stage Analyses
szO Heritage ET analyses reviewed for potential application to Upper Stage
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ET Seal Test Finite Element Model
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ET Seal Test Finite Element Model
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ET Seal Test-Analysis Correlation
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Upper Stage LH2 Tank MHC Seal Joint Analyses
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•& Solid / shell combined modeling
•& 2 ring washer
•& Half insert
•& µ = 0.1
•© Room temperature
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Upper Stage Seal Joint Results
Radial Strain After Preload
	
Radial Strain After Pressure Load
•k z / Allowable = 0.39 (at Room Temp.)
•D Preliminary results for cryogenic
temperature indicate that joint
opening is also within allowable.
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Upper Stage Seal Joint Results
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	 Radial Restraint
•b Negligible effect on joint opening
•o z / Allowable = 0.39 (at Room Temp.)
•1 Negligible effect on joint opening
•b z / Allowable = 0.39 (at Room Temp.)	 19
Summary
Analysis Observations
•r0 3D finite element modeling correlates well with test data
-O Demonstrated effects of modeling assumptions
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